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A L 0 U'E T T E 

This is the story of an experiment in 

science, which opened the door through. 

which Canada moved intO the space'age. 

Alouette was an achievement by a group 

of Canadian scientists and - engineers; 

scientists who'designed the experiments, 

engineers whb designed the equipment. 

After . ten years in orbit, Alouette 

. continues on her daily . tasks, 

measuring, reporting, and moving on 

in her ordered way, a tribute to .her 

designers and.builders, mostof whom. 

keep faith with'Alouette and continue 

to.  listen to her daily messages from the 

Communications Research Centré of the" 

Department. of*Communications on the 

outskirts of Ottawa. .This brief 

story, Written by the people involved, 

isa.tributè to them all. 	• 

• 
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• Late'on the evening of September 28, 1962 with a bonechilling 
breeze blowing in froM • the dark2Pacific, a.  Thor-Agena rocket, belching 
brilliant orange and white flame, lifted off its• launching ID4 in 
Southern Califernia,. pushing Canada's•first artificial earth satellite 
into orbit. 	 . . 

NaMed Alouette,.after the high-flying songbird, she was the first 
scientific satellite designed and * built entirely by a nation other 
than • the United - States or the Soviet Unien. 

, Her aims? Provide scientists with a better understanding.of the 
physical prOcesses that exist in the upper atmosphere. 

The day Alouette was launehed.an ionospheric disturbance 	• 
started--one of the many that plague long-distance radio communication. 
The first. data Alouette sent back to ground stations not only confirmed 
this.disturbance,.but also gave scientists hints about previOusiy un-
known phenomena associated with it. 

The large volume Of data that has come from  the, satellite  since 
has provided scientists with.comprehenSive  information  about a region 
.of the upper atmosphere that was relatively unknown before. • •. 

• 
EVen as Alouette whirled threugh•her first orbits sne brought 

praise.from officials of the United.States National . Aeronautics•and 
Space Administration (NASA). • 

• „ 
, -"The Alouette is.as•complex,aé any satellite launched by the 

United States," said John E. •Jackson of NASA.. "Canada' has. rapidly 
caught up.with  us in satellite technology.'" 

. Designed for a useful life in space,ef at least one year, Alouette 
(now known .as Alouette I to,diStinguish it from Canada's second satellite, 
Alouette II) is still operating, a recordthathas not been equalled, by 

any other satellite of comparable complexity. Its degradation could be . , 
and waà, accurately predicted before launch. 

„Alouette I was designed and Constructed•by the .Canadian Defence 
Research. TelegoMminications.Establishment:(DRTE) - of the Defence. Research 
'Board (DRB), Ottawa*. She is a Canadian contributien to a joint pro-
gram with the United States to investigate the ionosphere. NASA provi-
ded technical assistance, launching vehicles, launching and tracking . 

 facilities  as Welras•some testing facilitieS during construction. 

•* Now  Communications Research Centrei•Department of Communications.  



The satellite has gained prestige for Canada in the international 
scientific and technological Community. jut the three million dollars 
it took to design and build her weren't,spent for prestige reasons. 
Canadian scientists wanted .  te learn more about the upper atmosphere.", - 
- 

There are a number of reasons for Wanting-to gain such knowledge. 
One of the first practical benefits.of a.better understanding of the 
ionosphere could be More reliable radio communications. 

Canada occupies a unique: position  geographically—The. north. 
magnetic Pole is located about a thousand miles north of Winnipeg 'and 

 much of her northern territory lies within or north . of the auroral zone. . 
With many people spread thinly throtOlout this vast, forbidding area, 
radio is  the,  only logical and practical means Of  communication.  Aircraft 
flying in this area also heed reliable radio transmission for navigation 
and communications. 

Whenever the ionosphere becomes disturbed long-range high-frequency 
radio communication becomes difficult, if not impossible. The polar .  
ionosphere especially is subject to disturbances. 'Oecatise that:has' 
serioUs implications, the Defence Uesearch Board has been : studying the . 
ionosphere for years. 	- 	• , 

The'idea that there might-be'a region at,the Outer fringe of our 
 atmosphere capable of conducting 'electrical currents was first suggested 

by Balfour Stewart in 1882. But, apparently, little more was done aboUt 
the theory until 1901 when the Italian inventor, Guglielmo 'Larceni 
received'a  horse: signai in Newfoundland from a transMitter 1800 Miles • • 
awaY.inàgland. This sparked great•interest in the'subject - becausq 
until then, scientists .  had assuffied'that radio waves travelled.through 
the air in almost straight lines, bending only slightly along the curva-
ture of the earth.for short distances before moving'off into.bpace or 
being absorbed in the upper atMosphere. 

The following:year, 1902, Arthur l'ennelly in the  United States .  
and Oliver Heaviside in Lnglandindependently suggested theories to show 
why such long-distance communication Was possible. Both men, like . 
Stewart twenty years earlier, reasoned that there must be a conducting 
layer in the upper atmosphere capable of deflecting radio waveslack to 
the earth's sUrface. Their ideas started a leng - Series oftheoretical 
and experimental investigations. 'fiy 1926 it had been shown there Wére 
at least two layers in-th&ionosphere capable Of reflecting : radio waves 
and that the ionosphere consisted of ions and free electrons. 

• • 

2, 
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Itwas sUspected there wère other censtituents. Sir Robert Watson-
Watt, of radar fame, is credited with introducing tie naMe ionosphere. 

(An ion.is : an atom with:one . or - , Meré extra electrons:attached, 
making it a . -negative  ion--or  withelectronsmissing,*,making it a Positi-
ve ion.) , 	 . . 	. 	 . 	. 	 • 

	

_ 	. • 	. 
. 	. 

	

. 	. 	. 	. _ . 	. . 	 _ . 	. 	. 	. „ 	 . 	. 	. 

	

.1111i1è tlieso•earliér  investigations 	concerne&with 
finding.out-why fandhOW:radie:Waves  are  reflected, PreSent-day sCien-
tïstS are puZzlingovertheqUestien'Why,. in maw/ Cases, thOy are not 

,reflected. For itlsoen became:eVidént'that the ionosPhere is anything 
.but a dependable aid ...to long-range cOMmUnIcation.  

. 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	. 	. • . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	: 	_ . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	_ 	. 
: 	.-.Canadian•scientiSts'are PartiChlarly :interested in:the -auroral 
'ionosphere whiclifexhibitsdistUrbed 2 .ceiOitionsthat are more prenounced 
and eccurAuere)oftentban . anywhere . eise. , ..Inadditioni the disturbanCes 
are frequently unPredictable.  

. 	. 	. 	 . . 	. 
Perhaps the orstionoSpherie>disturbance:from the standpoint of 

. 	. 	. 

communications. ;  is the.-"polr blackehtr.HDruringsUdh occurences the: 
ionosphereabsorbs almestall high-frequeney'radio . waVes, making it dif-
ficult to ...Communicate, between ground 'stabierip,.éxcéptbv the .Use of  very 
J,ow frequenies and'SePhistieatedteehni4lieS: not norffialIv aailaoiesto 
commercial users,' • 

'Rbcket flights With instruments and other.experiments have shown 
that these polarblaekeuts - stem:from,an:anormal increase  in  the ioni 
zation caused bf solar particles:-Theeffect on :comminiCatiens':is a: 
complete-Cessation of radio skyf-yave transmission.at high frequencies. 

Some ionosphe • ic disturbançes  cause  SueCien loss'of :  communications, 
producing abrupt and simultaneous radio.fadeout'threughout the daylight 
hemisphere.. TheY may last frOM about%en minutes to an heelir,' Polar 
blackouts, however. , although More - gradual in their beenninÈ:and'reco-
very, last.fer'substantially longer periods—sometimes continuously 
during daylight hàurs, fer several.consecutive:days. 

• 
The uionospheric store is another type of disturbande intensified 

.in the auroral zones. Tt is d'iaracterizedqpY a general inStability of 
ionospheric conditions, a deerease in  the  maximum  density of ionization • 

.and an increase in absorption  of radio waves, 1.ewer.frecluendv channels 
than  normal.  can be used for communications - .during these period,s and 
those few are subject to rapidifluctuations in signal inten4ity. 

An ionospheric storm is usually.accombanied by a magnetic,storm 
or a period:of unushal fluctuatien in terrestrial magnetic intensity. 



One thing that has long been obvious is that the sun has a lot to 
do with the ionosphere's behaviour. Variations oceur with transition 
from day  o  night and from night to day, 	, 

Disturbances are also associated with activity of the sun such as 
sunspots. 

For a long time it was a popular misconception that "empty space" 
around.the earth's - stmosphere'was a vacuum.  Scientists; of course, 

- .knew this to be untrue,.but only  in  recent years have they been able tà 
explore this  part of earth's-environment. They have found that a conti-
nu.3us stream of solar particies--eleotrons - and - prOtons--is blowing past 
the earth'S atmosphere and reacting witWit:. 

A number of theories'exist trying to explain what ,is happening, 
but none is universally accepted yet. Each - theàryi , built up on the be-
sis of knOwn facts ;  is used as a starting.  point to suggest experiments 
that might be performed. New data might or might not fit theory, in 
which case the'theory will be strenghthened'or have to,be altered. 

One theory is that the stream of particles blowing past earth 
originates in trie  sun's corona. The corona, which is visible in photo-
graphs taken during an eclipse, consists of a very tenuous ionized gas 
of protons (hydrogen nuclei) and electrons.above the sun's gaseous sur-
face. 

At the bottom of the corona, according to theory, this ionized 
gas moves outward very slowly--a few hundred metres a second. But as 
it moves away, 'it is replaced by more gas rising from below. The 
coronal .as accelerates and in about-five days it has Lravelled a mil-
lion kilometres (about 630,000 miles) away from the sun, Measurements 
on satellites and space probes show the particles are travelling at about 
400 kilometres (260 - miles) per second as they pass earth. This stream 
is called the solar wind. 

This  ionized wind,consisting of hydrogen - nuclei (protons), he-
lium (alPha particles) and about -50 free électrons "per cubiccentime-. 
tre 'has a magnetic field and sometimes comes in "gustS". It is -  par-
tiCaarly turbulent during sun-spot activity, 

When thé charged particles in - this solar wind strike the magne- -  
tic field-(magnetosphere)surrounding the earth, a shock. wave is crea-
ted and - the - solar wind divideS . toflow around- the magnetically 
proteeedrcavity containing the eàrth..: - 	_ - 
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Although the earth.'s magnetic field protects'the earth's atmosphere 
from being hit directly by most of the solar particleS, some do get into 
the . upperatniosphere. Just how is still a matter of Scientific specula-
tion.and investigation. One theory is that the particles go past the 

• earth, then flow in from : the wake Of .the. magnetosphere:along magnetio 
lines of force. This could explain how particles cOncentraté at higher 
latitudes  to cause disturbances sua as the anrora. 

. 	• 
There is enough evidence to suggest a strong correlationbetwéen 

solar activity and ionospheric behaviour. Alouette is helPing to 
confirm this evidence in a much more effective manner than was possible 
previously with ground-basèd measuring equipment. • 

Scientists have studied. the ionosphere for many years by sending 
radio waveà up from ground stations and receiving i  at.near-by or;remote 
stations, the,  waves reflected by  the  ionosphere.  Br comparingtransmit-
Led and reflected signals they have been able to deduce many facts about 
the ionosphere. 	. 

' 	 . 
. 	. 

Ionization does not increase uniformly with altitude.: At some . 
elevations there are pronounced increases imelectron and ion denSity 

le
and these are referred to . as  layers. These change with - time . of day, 
location relative te the geomagnetic poles, sun-spot activity and other 
factors. 	 . 

The lowest layer of concentration, the D layer, occhrs during day-
light hours at a height  of about 60-90 kilometres (35-55 miles). The 
electron:content is relatively low and, until recently, the layer was 
thought to be caused by photo ionization of some atmospheric constituent, 
such as nitric oxide, by solar radiation capable ..pf penetrating to that 
-level. Recent rocket experimentà, however, indicate the reactions in the 

• D'region are much more.coMplex. 

Frequencies in the-broadcast band are among those affected by the D 
layer. Reception of distant stations is usually much better:at night, 
sometimes dausing interfàrence with signals frOm local stations. 

In the neXt . layer of concentration, the E layer electron density' . 
during daylight varies extensi :vely with the amount Of solar radiation. 
As darkness approaches, electrons recombine rapidlY with positive ions, 
reducing the ioniiation density to a value much lowenthan . chiring 
daylight. Radio waves in the broadcast band are'among those reflected 
by the E layer. 

• At a height of about 200-300 kilometres (130-1)0 miles) lies the 
maximum-density F layer. During daytime in the summer months it divides: 
into two layer's,  Fi and F2.' Both are assumédt.obè caused by ionization 
of atomic oxygen or.nitrogen through the action of short-wavelength ultra- 
violet radiation' froM the.sun. 
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Studying the ionosphere beyond the F2 maximum has been more 
difficult than studying below it. If the freluency of sounding signals 
is increased above a critical frequency for F2 there will be little, or 
no echo return. But for many years scientists were anxious to investi ,- 
gate above F2. It is the side closest to the source of ionizing radia-
tion and they realized that new information might lead to a better 
understanding of how ionization is affected by sun-spot cycles, the 
earth's magnetic field and other natural conditions. This, in turn, 
could lead to benefits such as more reliable long-range communications, 

To extend their investigations aboyé F2, scientists began sending 
instruments to high altitudes as soon as suitable rockets became avai-
lable. Be this has limitations of short flight times, restriction to 
a few launching sites and relatively high cost. Despite these drawbacks, 
much valuaUe research has been done and is continuing to be done with 
rockets. 

: A neW,'poWerftil way of studying the région above'F2.became feasi-
ble with the successful development of earth satellites and facilities 
to launch .tàèm. For the first,time it became possible to sound the - 
ionospherefrom:abOVe sYnoptically.' 	. 

Information obtained from a satellite such as Alouette I is unique 
in that each individual sounding taken is a measure of some of the parame-
ters of the ionospheric medium over a wide range of depths below the 
satellite (700 kilometres for Alouette I) and soundings are taken at 
about one-degree intervals of latitude along  the  satellite's path. This 
provides a wealth of information on the spatial variations of thé high 
environment of the earth, which is not available from any other experi- 
ment.' 	- 

Initiative has been a key factor in Canada's satellite program 
right from the beginning. Prior to a conference in November 1958, the 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) issued invitations to interested 
groups to submit proposa is for topside ionospheric sounders (satellites 
containing equipment similar to the ionosondes mentioned earlier). A 
number of proposals were submitted from Canada and the United States, 
including one from DRTE. 

Scientists and engineers at DRTE reasoned that their proposal 
would meet with greatertXavour if it incorporated advanced ideas and 
engineering. In effect, it was a "second generation" design that would 
use a sounder capable of sweeping through a range of frequencies. None 
of the other proposals incorporated this advanced capability. 



• 

IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING SIATION 
DUUAINING UNDERSIDE. MIBMIM 

F LAYER (200 MILES) TOPSIDE  SOUNDING 

IONOSPHERE I  

ROCKET NOSE CONE PROBING 
LOWER IONOSPHERE. 

"A limited degree of "topside" sounding has been possible with  rockets, but it wasn't 

until the advent of earth satellites and the facilities to launch them  that it became 

possil  le to  ol-tain extensive information about the upper side of  the ionosphere." 



As it turned out, all the proposals submitted through  NS  
came to a dead end. But during this period, DRB's liaison officer 
in Washington discovered that the newly-formed National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) had been organized with terms of 
reference for foreign programs in space and, might be willing to 
consider a proposal such . as  DRTE had just submitted to NAS. 

Having already worked out a careful plan for theirprevious 
prop6Sal, DRTE was able to approach NASA quickly with a definite. 
plan.' As a result, agreement was reached verY soon between NASA' 
and DRTE for a topside sounding program. 

• 	The general terms of the original agreement were that Canada 
Would design and build the satellite;  NASA  would contribute tech-:, 
nical knoW-hoW.where necessary, certain testing facilities, launch 
'vehicles, launching and tracking . facilities, and eight telemetry-
'stations for. acquisitien of , data from the satellite. 

DRB, which spent about $3 million on the Alouetté I program, 
handed responsibility - for its part Of the work to DRTE.: 	. 

Alouette is considered relatively large for a scientific 
satellite by North Aeerican standards. She weighs 320 pounds; her 
near-spherical body is 42 inches in diameter and 32 inches high. 

She circles the earth in a near-circular near-polar orbit 
at.an average altitude of 1000 kilometres (600 miles) and completes 
earh orbit in  105.5  minutes. 

' The orbit was chosen in such a way that the satellite woulà. - 
take ionospheric sotindings in daylight and night-time conditions 
as well as in twilight-  conditions. SoMetimes,the satellite would bé 
in sunlight during the entire orbit; at other times - she , yould be in 
the earth's shadow, the night side, for 40 per cent of the orbit. 
Thé orbital plane, in.fact, rotates with respect to the earth-sun 
line in such a way that the.orbit goes through a cycle,  from full sun 
to 60 per cent sun to fall'sun again. The cycle•takes three months. - 

, 
As the earth rotates', each 9i.  Alouette's subsequent orbits 

appear to shift westward by about 25 degrees. In little more than • 
12 heurs, she has appeared above the horizon of every ocean and every 
continent of the world. 

In about a dozen places scattered around the world this perio-
dical appearance is watched with interest. For they are the locations 
of the global network of tracking stations that tell Alouette what to 
do and when to do it. Then they collect the fruits of Alouette's labors, 
data from the ionosphere. 



As the satellite rises above the horizon, a tracking station 
turns on its telemetry transmitter and receiver to establish con-
tact. Sometimes it does this as soon as te satellite comes into 
the line of sight, still about 3,500 kilometres (2,200 miles) away. 
Usually, however, stations start to communicate when the satellite 
has come within about 2200 kilometres (1400 miles), some 15 degrees 
above the horizon. 

As a ground station's steerable antenna follows the satellite 
traversing the sky, the station sends a specially coded command 
message over its very-highfrequency (VHF) command transmitter, con-
sisting of combinations of seven audio tones0 Such..commands mav tell 
the satellite to turn its sounder on, or report on the state of.its 
batteries, or perform  one of  its other experiMents. Once the-  satel-
lite is turned on to take ionospheric soundings, it sends the results 
back to the ground station over its telemetry transmitter as they are 
obtained'. Similarly, it may measure cosmic radio noise, very-laW-
frequency signals, or the presence of.energetic particles. • 

But,' whereas the satellite has to be told when to start work, 
she doesn't have to be told when to stop,; She does this aUtomatically 
after a clock on board'has counted off ten minutes. ',And she speeds 
away down over  the, horizon  to her next assignment. 	• 

That assignment and every other one she gets.is carefully 
. planned by scientists in Ottawa. Eadh week an operatingSchédule for 
Alouette I  is sent to all tracking  stations., n the world7widenetwork. 
They are told where the satellite will be at any giVen time--orbits 

, are known to a very high degree of accuracy--and which of her experiments 
she is to carry out on à particular pass. They  are also'given details of, 
the state of the electronic apparatus aboard. 	. 	. 

When Canadian scientists and engineers started thinking about . 
Alouette Ii or S-27 as she was first Called, they wanted one role for 
the satellite--to measure the state of the ionosphere directly below 
the satellite as it orbited around thecarth. The initial propOsal to 
NASA talked only about this one experiment. As thé project progressed,' 
the 'designers added'three complementary,axperiments. These represented 
certain refinements of the task proposed for the'spacecraft, but did not 
represent any significant change in the original plan. . 

Firstly, by appropriate  design' of the sounder receiver it became 
possible to measure cosmic noise. Secondly, incorporating a . very-lDw-
frequency receiver made it possible to "listen" to radio noise in the , 

 frequency range of 1 to 10 kilohertz. Finally, the National Research 
Council proposed an experiment to measure primary cosmic ray particles, 
such as électrons, protons and alpha particles, outside the denser por-
tions of the earth's atmosphere. Subsequently; NRC designed and built the 
equipment for . this exPeriMent. 

9. 
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. The scientific objectives these experiments represented Were - 
considered very ambitious and resulted in a.dompleX'SYsteM. 

In effect, what Canadian engineers were told is this: build-
a miniature electronic laboratory you can blast into the earth's 

- upper atmosphere on top of a rocket and which will then do four  

different kinds orsoPhisticated scientific measurements:in:- an 
' environment full of almost unknown hazards; buildit to work at 
1east a year and you won't get much time to think  aboutit,  either. 

.It . was obvious that major efforts would have to be made to 
. .prevent a catastrophic failure that would disable all experiments. 
It was also obvious this would result in a complexsysteM, demanding 
extreme reliability. 

Throughout, Alouette engineers followed one important prin- . 
,ciple, which can.be stated like this: If you are not'sure it will 
work reliably--change it. .And that is exactly what they did, de-
termined to leave . as  little as possible to chance. It meant.frequent- 
ly retesting, up to a few days- before launch time, which even meant 
placing,  parts in the spacecraft after it.had been flight tested. 

.There is little doubt that the "play:-it-safe" approach--Alouette's 
. designers called it Conservative design--saved the spacecraft from an 
untimely end in many ways. It is not to say that Alouette I was not a 
'highly adVanced • piéce of maChinery when it was built. Incorporated in 
the satellite were many components representing what engineers call 
"state-of-the-art" technology. 

:Actually, Alouette went into orbit with a "first" in spacecraft 
design--the longest antenna ever flown on any space vehicle at that time. 
It  was so Successful it has been used on many U.S. spacecraft since. 
The design made possible ah antenna measuring 150 feet, tip to tip, con-
sisting of twe elements extending from.the spacecraft. A second pair 
of dipoles, meaSuring 75 feet in total, was placed at right  angles  to the 
first. 

The length of these antennas was dictated by the requirements for 
the ionopherip sounder experiment. The problem was: hew to get such a 
structure into orbit? ObvioUsly, it is impossible to laUnch a satellite 
with rods of this length extending from .  the sides— EVeh at rest they 
would collapse under their own weight; let alone'survive the agdeleration 

.and air friction of a rocket ride. • 	- 

The answer was an invention by an engineer of. the Canadian National 
Research Council that had lain practically dormant for 20 years. It 
allowed the satellite to be launched with the entire antenna system tucked 
away inside, deploying after the satellite had been placed in orbit. 

• 

• 
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The principle is.similar to that of a . common steel tape measure, 
which consists of a slightly concave spring-steel tape wound on aspool 
inside a small housing .  When pulled out, the tape isesmi-rigid. In 

. the spacecraft antenna ,  application the strip is Made of prestresàed, 
apecially heat-treated steel, about 0.004 inch thick and four inches , 
Wide. This strip is wound flat on a spool inside the spadecraft.. For 
extension it is pushed through a circular orifice and emerges in tubular 
formWith overlapping edges. The result is a semi-rigid, continuous tube, 
slightly less than one inch in diaMèter. 

The developMent work on this device was  dons  by a Canadian company, 
•which co-oaerated with DRTE in its application as a satellite antenna. 
The original concept of the device was as. .a tank antenna, cranked out by 
hand. To design a fully automatic system that had to. survive extreme 
conditions and on which depended much of the success of the Spacecraft's 
mission, took a lot of work, both on behalf of. government engineers and 

• their counterparts in industry, 

The extension mechanism used for Alouette was simple in principle, 
but had to be Made highly reliable. Just after the spacecraft separated 
from.  the  rocket, a microswdtch activated an electric motor coupled to 
the spool on which the antenna unit was wound.. The tube was. cranked out - 
teits full:length at a rate of about two inches.-'per second. 

- 	This particular design had two enormous advantages: .  It was 
light--a unit with 75 feet of tube material coiled up inside weighs 
no more than 10 pounds; and it did not take much Space inside the - space-
craft. The units are also quite strong, which was of considerable 
importance during extension; when the satellite was spinning at 122 
revolUtione per minute.  The extension under these . conditions means 

)• changing the spinning body's moment of inertia, with a considerable 
- amount  of  force acting on the extending members.. 

Tasting this system on the ground was a difficult proposition. 
Because of gravitational force, which is absent in orbit, the individual 
tubes had to be supported by an elaborate system of cables and trolleys 
over which the tubes could run during extension trials. 

It is not surprising that the engineers kept their fingers crossed 
when Alouette was launched. Arrangements had been made to station a 
tracking ship in the Indian Ocean to monitor antenna extension, but  at 
the critical moment there were equipment and operator troubles aboard, 
and the Canadians were kept in suspense until a report came ,in from the 
tracking station at Johannesburg, South Africa, that the antennas had 
started to extend. Full extension was verified later. 
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Alouette's power plant is partly located on the outer skin. 
It consists of 6,480 solar cells, tiny silicon chips . (about 	. 
x 1 inch) that convert the sun's rays into electrical energy. 

They charge the batteries located inside the satellite. The solar 
cells are distributed over almost the entire outer:surface. 

' To provide adequate charging currents regardless of the 
orientation of the satellite with respect to the sun, about the saMe 
number of cells mustbe illuminated. That is•why Alouette. was ,..nmde 
as nearly spherical as possible. The  surface  area, and therefere . 
Alouette's size, was also determined by the power requirements e 
the electronic payload. To accommodate the necesSary number of cells, 
an outside surface area of 2,000 square inches was needed. Of this. 
total area, only about one quarter is illuminated, on the sun side, 
se that the number of solar cells actually charging the batteries is 
only  about 1,620. 

Alottette's near-spherical shape was-also desirable from another 
point of view, namely that of temperature control.. Most electronic 
cemponents are sensitive to changes in temperaturpi their operating 
characteristics can vary ponsiderably with vide temperature excursions. 
Solar cells,• for instance, are, more  efficient when cool: For . évery 
degree rise in'temperature they can lose 4.. per cent of theircharging 
efficiency. This meant the solar cells would  have te be,adequately. 
exposed to sunlight to do.their Work, but not So much as té) oVerheat 
them. 

The problem was,partly solved by the fact Alouette was designed 
to have a slight spin--about two revolutions per minute-,to keep her 
stabiliied. This, at the same time, avoided the danger 'of "hot spots" 
on. the  outer skin due to overexposure of any side to direct sunlight. 
Temperatures could be conveniently averaged- around the outer . shell. 

. 	Another means of keeping the skin temperatures under control was 
provided by covering the cells with paperthin chips of glass,. acting as 
thermal insulators but letting light through. They could also Protect 
the solar cells from sandblasting by micrometeerites and harmfui forms 
of radiation. These -cover glasses have a-special non-reflectiVe and spec-
trally selectiVe coating, which passes ultraviolet light, used-for the 
conversion to electricity, and filters out infrared rays, reSponsible for 
the heating effect.' 

- 	The glass covers, which are attaChed . to  the solar cells with an 	, 
epoxy-based adhesive, together with the satellite's. spin were designed 
to keep the cells Within a temperature . range of -20°C to +50°C. Actually, 
solarcell temperature went Up as high as 75°C at times. This was much too 
wide a range of temperatures for the inside payload. Most electronic 
components are normally made for an average, 	close to room tem.:. 
perature. It was therefore desirable to iselate thé inner payload :from 
the outside. 
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Thea glass covers, the solar cells and the aluminum skin formed • 
part of the isolating function. In addition, the inner surface of 
the shell was laced with aluminum mylar, interleafed with unbonded 
glass raper (known as a kropschot blanket). Temperature readings 
taken automatically inside the satellite and telemetered back to 
earth indicated that the payload temperatures stayed close to those 
intended--between 4 and 30°C. 

Canadian engineers put a great amount of effort into the satel-
lite's thermal design because temperature has an effect on almost 
every component. The manner in which temperature control was carried 
out is called passive control, as opposed to active control. The 
latter makes use of automatically activated vanes, blinds and thermal 
switches regulating the amount of heat conducted between the outer 
shell and the inner payload. While active control is more effective-- 
it can keep the temperature of even tne outer shell to within 40°C-- 
Alouette's designers rejected it because of doubtful reliability. 
Instead, the  satellite 's  overall design was such that greater tempe-
rature variations could be tolerated. 	,• 

Temperature considerations were so important that they largely 
determined the selection of a suitable launch time for Alouette I. 
The launch sequence went like this: After lift-off and a vertical 
ascent, a roll, followed by a pitch-down and yaw brought the Thor-
Agena carrying the satellite into the desired trajectory. The 
vehicle Continued until the required velocity had been reached. At 
that point the Thor motor cut off and the vehicle coasted for half 
a minute. Then, small explosive charges separated the Agena and 
the satellite from the Thor. The Agena motor fired, and during the 
21 minutes it was burning, the shroud protecting the spacecraft was 
ejected. After the first Agena engine cut-off the vehicle and space-
craft were in an elliptical trajectory that was to transfer them to 
the final orbit altitude. A second Agana burn, sustained for three 
or four seconds, put the vehicle in its final orbit. After the 
second ehene cut-off the spacecraft was given a spin of about 122 
revolutions per minute and was separated from the Agena by a spring 
mechanism, just about one hour after lift-off. 

Alouette's designers preferred most of this action during the 
first hour to talée place in the dark. It was realized that during 
the 48 minutes of coasting, after the first Agena cut-off, the spaoe-
craft would be fully exposed, but would not yet be spinning, which 
meant solar heat could not be equalized around the shell. For this 
reason the time of launch was chosen such that the satellite would be 
in the earth's shadow during its ascent. 

Some heating up of the solar cells during ascent could not be 
avoided. When the shroud was ejected the vehicle was only at an al-
titude of about 180 kilometres (100 miles). At this altitude the 
vehicle with the spacecraft in front, travelled at about 27,000 
feet per second, which was enough for some aerodynamic heating, even 
though the atmosphere at that altitude is quite rare. The engineers 
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went to great pains to try and calculate the amount of heating 
that would result. Because little was known about the actual 
density and composition of the atmosphere at that altitude, they 
could only come up with an estimate. It appeared that the 
spacecraft's forward-facing solar panel could reach a temperature 
of . about 70°C due to aerodynamic heating. They never, ascertained 
whether or not this actually happened,• for the spacecraft at that 
stage was out of range of any telemetry station and skin tempera-
tures could not be monitored. 

4hat also helped to determine launch time was the fact that 
the scientists wanted to get as manY soundings.as possible on 
the first few orbits, just in case something went drastically 	• 
wrong with the electronic equipment at an early stage. This meant 
they would need all available power. In turn, this réquired.ade-
quate illumination of the selar cells to keep the batteries charged. 
At the .same time, the engineers did not want to risk exposing the 
spacecraft to too much Sun at the very beginning, at least not until 
they - could be absplutely sure their passive . temperature contrôl sys 
tern was working. It was decided to launch  the  satellite at sUch a 
time that,it.would get some shade to begin With, about 30 per cent on 
the first few orbits, and progressively mere sun  on shbSequent orbits. 

The chosen launch ."window" (period during which launch is Pos-
sible with - regard tà the desired Objectives) was, between 11:30 p.m. 
and 1:30 a.M.. Pacific Daylight Time during  the night of September 28 
to 29. 

Temperature waS only one of the main problemà that faced the 
mechanical engineers. Generally speaking, they had to provide a 
package that'would survive the stresses of launch and the inhospita-
bility - of spabe, and that would protect the electronie payload. Each 
of  these consideratiens:had its effects on thé final  construction.. 

Despite the most carefhl design tecnniques, there still remained 
a strong element of trial and error. The realization of this was a 
major factor in the - way Aleuette's builders approached their_task.. 

For instance, when the first model of the flight structure. was 
put through vibration tests, it vibrated too much at certain frequen-
hies. The structure had to be stiffened fhrther by braces. ' 

• 
- Building materials believed to be relatiVélyunaffected by.radia-

tion included micarta, polyurethane epoxy, teflon, aluminiZed.mylar, . 
unbonded'glass , fibre paper, epoxy-based Fe0 Paint and polYurethane-based • 
TiO2  paint.  Some  of these.were:fairly sophisticated materials. Also 
.inciuded was a very unsophisticated'one commercial brown wrapping 
paper. 
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To tope with the near vacuum conditions of sPace, materials 
with high partial pressures that sublime eaSily had to be avoided. 
As a result; Alouette's structure is entirely of aluininum; with 
steel and stainlesà-steel fasteners. Grease and oirwere used 
only in the sealed ball bearings of- the antenna extension mechanisms; 
they had to operate only once--to deploy the antennas--and what 
happened to thein afterwards wasn't too important. 

It was believed the near vacuum might attually do more good than 
harm to the aluminum used for Alouette. Aluminum  surfaces are normally 
covered with a . thin  layer of oxide that forms becauseof the Metal's 

exposure to air. These oxides. have a wedging action in'the tiny cracks 

between surface grains, which causes highly concentrated surface stres- 

• sing. In a high vacuum,the oxides evaporate. As a-result . the fatigue 

- strength of aluminum in a space environment probably improves With  Lime,  

the engineers believed. 	 • 

. 

 

The  spacecraft's electronic system was built in separate uniLs, 

which were potted with polyurethane foam in aluminum boxes. this 

 -provided- rigidity  and damPing of vibratior4. 

The  locations of the boxes inside the spacecraft were established 

largely  by  a trial-ànd-errer methed. .This was found to be the most ' 
practical Way to find compremises between suCh considerations as ease 	• 

of access, balance and electronic - interference. . 

•.:Theend:result wasn't viewed by the engineers as.the optiMum in 
• packaging and weight efficiency, but ease. in removal and replacement 

of parts, for testing purposes, was an important criterion in their 
.packaging design. Uhey did make full use of the space available, which 
had'been determined ,  by the outside surface area needed for the solar 
telis rather than by the space required for the elebtrenic boxes inside. 

Froffi the packaging point of vie,  extensive miniaturization of the 
electronic content 'wasn't neeessary. 'Miniaturization was deSirable, 
'however, frqm an electronic point of view. «Microelectrônic componentS - 
generally have the advantage of high reliability and low power consump-
tien. • The electronic systems were fully transistorized, for instance, 
making use of the superior reliability and efficiency br semiconductor 
devices over tubes. To find suitable  transistors wasnt easy. Alouette's 
sounder transmitter had to deliver-fairly strong' pulses of radiowaves. 
At the.time the system was completed,. this was judged to be the maximum , 

pewer . available from a-transmitter using  transistors of proven reliability. 
Engineering calculations provided little margin for absorption effects in 

the ionosphere. fhe alternative, the use  of  vacuum  tubes; would have 

provided more power, but would have alào meànt greater Power consuMption, - 

 greaterWeight and more space. Uhe choice was made in faVotir of the more 

reliable and efficient semiconductor transmitter on the grounds that 

ionospheric absorption tould affect soundings (Dilly under  the,  worst con- 

Actually,- some rocket tests indicated that the seMiConductor 

device would provide an adequate margin for adverse conditions. Still, 
the engineers.had te shop arbund quite a\bit for transistors that would 

' do the job reliably;. the.çhoice wasn't very.wide--they had arrived.pretty 
close to the frontiers of power transistor technolegy at the time. 



Tho complexity of Aiouette's electronic systems.is partly . 
due to the desire to avoid failures. Considerable redundancy . 
in electronic components waS built in—spare parts Could take 
over'from others in case of failure. The complexity also ' 
shàwed up in the construction of theelectronic systeMs;.the. 
necessity to build individual circuits into separate boxes 
proVided engineers . with the challenge of reliable interconnec-
tion.' 	 • 

But Alouette I was complex to begin with, merely because 
of the nature of,her task. The most complex.system of all was 
the ionospheric sounder. What it does is switch on and off - 
alternately its transmitter and'receiver  in. very rapid 
succession to respectively send and receive short pulses of -
radio.waves. Each transmission is sustained for only 0.0001 
second. .Another 0.0001 second after the transmitter shuts 
off,'the reeeiver•switches on and waits for the pulse to -: 
travel into the ionosphere, be reflected and return. Tie 
receiver operates slightly less than 0.016 second each time. . 
After it has shut off the transMitter switches, on again. . The 
entire process is . repeated 62 times a second,. The redeiving 
interval is long enough for a pulse to travel More than 2;500 
kilometres .(1,600  miles).  While the reflecting.Surface is . 
always within this limit, signals may, in fact, not take thd . 

 direct-line route and travel considerably further . .  At the 
 other extreme, the sounder can't detect àhy reflecting layerS 

closer than 35 kilbmetres  (22 miles).  

• 	The frequency of the transmitted pulse efradio.waveS goes 
.up from 0.5 to 12 megahertz. The transmittor and receiver 
"sweep" through this range in about 12 seconds every 15 seconds. 

_ 
3ome fairly sophisticated circuitry had to be incorporated 

in the electronic bquipment to perform this function; it had te 
be able.to  "keep.tiMe" accurately and process its Output in Such 
a way . that it coulitbe radioed to earth. . 

.The other experiments required significantly lesà -complicated 
equipment. The cosmic  noise  experiment essentially, measured the-
strength of "background:" signals received by the sounder. Sàme of 
these signals occur sporadically.and appear to be associated with 
solar activity. Besides solar noise there are continuouS noise - 
eMissions from the galaxy'as a whole. The-very7low-freqUency 
receiver is.another relatively simple device, whicheeasures 
natural radio signals of frequencieà between 400 and 10,000 
hertz. The particle experiment consisted of Six fairlY standard. 
particle detectors, some of them Geiger counters,,that measured 
intensitieS Of electrons, protons, and alpha and heavier 
partiples. The equipment for this Was provided - by the Natienal 
Research 	- 
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The long spunder antennas aren't the only nrotrusions from 
thespacecraft hull. 'There are-also four Short antennas on, top 
of the satellite, pointing at 45 degrees upward  in four  different 
directions. It is through.these that the spacecraft's telemetry,: 
System operated. 

The function of the teleMetry system, sending back to earth 
the data from the experiments and "housekeeping" data, was çon- 
sidered so important that two separate transmitters were installed. ' • 
This provided for redundancy in case of the failure of one Of them, . 
but actuaIty both transmitters Wsre put to work. Because of the . 
imitations placed by international radio.regulations on the . amoUnt 
of data  that can be sent at once, one transmitter'would have been be. 

: rely enough. Using. the two, increased  the' total  transmission capacity 
by  about . 	per cent. Another advantage Was that loWer . recordïhg-tape 
speeds at ground stations were possible than with-just one transmitter 
in operation: This carried 5ome weight in view of thelarge cost 
involved in keeping -13 ground stations suPplied with recording tape. . 

“ 
One of these transmitters was produced only- a. few monelS before 

-launch.. Originally it had appeared iliat it wouldn'tbe-difficult to 
buisuph a device--s,everal manufacturers offered,them  for  sale. How-
ever, it soon became evident that  in the way DREE put it, "adver-
tising had outstripped engineering". Those on the market just weren't 
gàod enough-. A Canadian - manufacturer, contacted at the last moment, 
put on a crash' program and' came up:with a tranSMitter that surpaSsed 
even the Claims advertised earlier by competitors—and just in, time. 

. Besides-the experimental data,- thetelemetry transmitters - 
were to handle'whàt is known as housekeeping .dta, informatiOn_on the 

 state of affairs-in the satellite, such as-battery voltage, Solar 
charging Currents and. temperatures. 

These-data had to be selected - somehow in the spacecraft, before 
theicould be transmitted. -  DRTE deVeloped a special electrôniq devide 
called a commutator, which takes.quick samplesall over . the'Satellite. 
With .  this.commutator it was possible for Alouette  to take hér oWn 
temperature in 11 different . locations, check her seven:batteries, , 
measure  voltages mat  least eight  locations and  perform seVeral other 
measurements, a:total of 29, all within two seconds. Engineerebn 
the ground need all this information to be able .to pin-pointltrouble 
spots'and to be able totell, the satellite what tb do. . 

This command capability was particularly important. In prin-
ciple, it waS made neèessary by  the  fact that at least-twice as,much 
power Was.reqUired to operate all:experiments than cpuld be supplied 
by the' solar cells during a 60-per-cent sun orbit. Therefore it had 
to be possible-to . swite,experiffients onauld off remetely, te prevent 
excessive power drains.... Alouette's operators - also wanted to be' able 
to switch-en spare equipment if necessary,and have the option of 
Operating the satellite With any or all of-the-eXperiMents on or off, 
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All this was made possible by the command system designed 
•for the satellite. Command messages were coded in the_form of 
a seépence of tones,, to be ,received by a special  command  receiver 
aboard the satellite. It was designed to sort out 'the 40 different 
commands that were possible, such as turning on and Off various 
experiments, sWitChing batteries or activating spare units. 

While the failure of a command signarto turn on a certain 
- function could have had serious consequences, the_failure to turn 
off something was considered as much, or even  more of a hazard--it 
could have.resulted in serieus power drains.. To Prevent this, an , 
automatic turn-off circuit was incorporated, which disconnects all 
power suppliés ten minutes after they have.been turnedJm. 

SPecial circuitry was also built into the command receiver 
to prevent any stray signals, that had nothing to do with Alouette, 
from affecting the satellite. 

• . The command receiver was one of the two  systems - in the 
Satellite designed far continuous operation The other was a.low-
power transmitter sending a continuous signal by means of a :small 
antenna on top Of the Spacecraft to provide a tracking beacon.. 
Both.of these required a Very reliable power sup3ly-7Alouette had 
to keep her ears open ,at all times to be able tà receive commands,". 
and without her tracking beaCon she might have become lost. This 
was particularly critical justafter launch, When the orbit had 
not been computed yet and ground stationS needed a signal from the : 

"satellite to aim their antennas.- The command system and the ,tracking 
beacen were  connected to the Same power source as the rpSt of the r. 
satellite 's systems--six rechargeable nidkel-cadmium batteries--but 
they were-given the privilege to automatically always  selectr  the 
battery with the highest' voltage. 

The satellite's other eleetrical systems were to be . 
connected to the power supply by command. This was arranged 
in such a"way that they could draw power from.any one of four 
batteries, which .  Would each be fed by an array of solar cells in-
dependently of each other. Two other batteries were.put in as spares 
that could be switched in by command to take over from any of the* 
others. A seventh battery was intended.exclusively for the antenna 
extensionsystem,- which also required very high reliability.  This 	. 
battery was allowed to run down'after At had . derie its job. 

• 
The primary limiting factor in the operation of the satellite 

was expected to be the gradual decay of the"charging, currents from 
the solar cells, which, after the first five*years, "turned out to 
have proceeded pretty - well as anticipated. .Most*of:this degradation. 
was expected to occur, and did oçcur, Within the first few months. 	, 
After that, the Solar cells, continued to loàe their efficiency, but 
the rate of deéay became progressivelY slàwér and after a few years 
had become sà small it no.longer had any appreciable shortterm effects. 
It was concluded that the Solar, cells could continue to operate for a 
long  time and mould Prebably.outlive other :components. 	 • 
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Solar7cell degradation .is caused by radiation. An 
unforeseen factor that affected the solar-cell .  operation was 
the creatioh of an artificial radiation belt bY thé Starfish • 
Event,.a. U.S. hydrogen-bomb test above.the Pacific  in .July 1962. 
It caused a drop in Alouette's Charging currents that was close • 
to the most pessimistic predictions. What saved the satellite 
was the fact that the designers  had beèn extreMely Conservative: 
when allowing for initial cUrrent drops.. 

For a while, an unforeseen quirk in Àlouette's behaViour • 
looked as if it weuld end her useful life soon after her fifth 
birthday. .The raté of slow-down of the satellite's spin was 
much higher than had been predicted. Prior to separation from 
the booster,  tie satellite was sPun up and:actually Separated. ' 
doing 120 revolutions per minute. Extension of thè.anténnas slowed 
it down ta 1.4 revolutions per minute; which was lower than the 
intended sPin:rate of abouttwo• revelutions per-minute, From what 
waS known at the'time about the mechaniàms that'would affect the 
satellite'S spin rate.:it was calculated that the spin half- life 	• 
,wduld be six years. In other Words, after  six  years thé satellite 
would be spinning at half the initial rate--0.7 revolutions per mi-
nute. As it tUrned out, the satellite Was already down ta this 
after about a year and a half. It is lelieved.that after five years. 
Alouetté had stopped spinning, - but some data indicated it was *oscil-
lating, muchliké a torsion pendulum. Less pe one telemetry channel 
due tb malfunction of a transistor has prevented read-out of the 
attitude sensor, .so Canadian scientists can't tell directly, 

• ,At first it was telieved this oscillating motion would' 
eventually -stopand the satellite would be:caught in what is known. 
as "gravity capture". This would  have meant_that the longest seun-
der antenna would point earthward, Which, - in.turn, would haVe,resulted 
in the loSs of many seunding,data. Later i -UpecaMe evident that the . . 

. osCillating -  motion was sustained, instead of decaying. 	' • 

The . loss  of spin  resulted in a major Studyat 1IPTEof'the= , 
behaViour of non-rigid bodies in orbit. ScientistS and.engineers:,. 
'suspected that the long antennas were thegulprits. They reasoned' 
that probably the antennas, instead  of extending'straight oUt, wére 
bending as a result of being heated Up brIthe sun side. They 
studied the complicated implications thiStehaviour WoUld have for the 
satellite's  motion  in.sPace and came  up with'a theorY.that fitted the 
observations of the  satellite's behavieur. They concluded that  the  

• satellite's oscillating'motion was Sustained by.the saMesmechahism -
'that at firstslowed down tlié spinning motion. 

When Alouette Ilas designed-it was realized that a .  catastrephic> 
failure could occur at any - timè, as . aresult Of a*sizablé meteorite 
'smashing throUghthe'hull,.fer  instance.  The 'satellite'S usefulness . 

 ' dould.also be seribuàly impairecO5y the burn-eut of some -61mmPonent, 
'which Is unpredidtable. Some'minorfaialires had, th fact, occurred' 
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by the end of the fifth year, although they had no appreciable 
effect- on the spacecraft's overall usefulness. It included 
failure of a transistor due, it was believed, to radiation 
damage.  One of-the particle detectors gave.up after one year, 
.but this was due to the fact it was desigued to operate for 
one year  and was eXpected to be'"used up" withinthat . period.' 

Even had the satellite stopped operating after one year, 
scientists feel they would  have  had more'than their meney's:worth. 
The  analysis and interpretation of the Alouette data, they said, 
led to "major adVances in our knowledge of upper atmospherid • 
ionization".. Substantial progress was made,  in  understanding the 
physical processes that affect the behaviour of the atmosphere, 

. Almost nothing-was known about the high atmbsphere abo -%ie 
about 300 kilometres (about 200 miles) -,Jhen Alouette  I was . 
launched. It became evident soon after launch that even  the  
greatly eversimplified assumptions common •previously about the 
physics of the region-were largely incorrect. 

. The discovery of a very-lew-frequency, band of radio  noise 
that occurs at particular times over-much of the earth has 
revealed a lot  about the  composition ancAtemperature of the 
upper atmosphere, Some. of the records dramaticallY demonstrate 
how high-frequency radio waves are "guided" by the earth's . • 
magnetic field. ARadio  waves may follow the magnetic field lines 
fer as much as 10,000 kilometres (6,000 miles), makindas many 
as fôur "trips" between the northern and southern hemispheres, 
before they return to earth. 

Alouette was the first to detect certain well-defined 
,filedges" of ionization above the magnetic equator. These appear 
to be aligned along the Magnetic field,•forming a "dome" above 
the equator. Patches of dense ionization have been discovered in 
the polar regions and at the equator. A - strange "troUgh"-- a 
deficiency in ionization7—exists about 250 kilometres (150 miles) 	• 
Upward at latitudes near Ottawa.  The' location of this trotigh, 	- 
like many other phenomena in the ionosphere, appears to depend 
on events taking place on the  sun. :Alouette measured bursts of 	• • 
electromagnetic energy originating on the sun; no effect of the 	. 
solar corona had ,been Measured that close to the Source before. 	• 

The continuous operation of Alouette I since 1962 haà pre-
vided a set - làf data that cover,' with the Same measuring instru* 	•;; 
Ments.i more than.half a solar cycle (through the minimum and 
nearly tothe maximum of solar activity).. This has, for the first,t ' 

• 	n 

time, allowed studies of the long-term variations in 'the ionized 	0:13 
high atmosphere as the sun becomeà more active. Also, the éxistencpe 

ti 5 
later. 
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